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Consider a bipartite quantum system with at least one of its two components being itself a
composite system. By tracing over part of one (or both) of these two subsystems it is possible
to obtain a reduced (separable) state that exhibits quantum correlations even if the original state
of the full system is endowed only with classical correlations. This effect, first pointed out by Li
and Luo in [PRA 78, 024303 (2008)], is of considerable interest because there is a growing body
of evidence suggesting that quantum correlations in non-entangled, mixed states may constitute a
useful resource to implement non trivial information related tasks. Here we conduct a systematic
exploration of the aforementioned effect for particular families of states of quantum systems of low
dimensionality (three qubits states). In order to assess the non-classicality of the correlations of
the reduced states we use an indicator of quantum correlations based upon the state disturbances
generated by the measurement of local observables. We show, for a three-qubit system, that there
exists a relationship between the classical mutual information of the original classically correlated
states and the maximum quantum correlation exhibited by the reduced states.
PACS: 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Ud
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been realized in recent years that the quan-
tum features of the correlations exhibited by multipar-
tite quantum systems are manyfold, entanglement being
only one of the possible non-classical manifestations [1–
21]. Even separable mixed states (that are not entangled)
can have correlations with subtle non-classical proper-
ties [1]. Several quantitative measures have been pro-
posed to study the different non-classical aspects (besides
entanglement) of the correlations appearing in composite
quantum systems. Among these measures we can men-
tion quantum discord [1] and the measures of correlations
based on the disturbances of quantum states arising from
local measurements. The latter ones were advanced by
Luo [5–7] and by SaiToh and collaborators [14, 15]. In
the case of pure states all these measures coincide with
quantum entanglement. However, in the case of mixed
states these quantities correspond to physical properties
of quantum systems that differ from entanglement.
It is generally agreed that the states of a bipartite
system that are to be regarded as being only classically
correlated (that is, having no quantum correlations) are
those described by density matrices that are diagonal
in a product basis {|i〉 |j〉 , i = 1, . . . , N1; j = 1, . . . , N2},
where {|i〉 , i = 1, . . . , N1} and {|j〉 , j = 1, . . . , N2} are
orthonormal bases associated with the two subsystems,
N1,2 being the dimensions of the concomitant Hilbert
spaces. It is worth stressing that the set of classical states
is different from the set of separable (that is, non en-
tangled) states. Indeed, there are important differences
between these two sets. For instance, the set of sepa-
rable states is convex, while the set of classical states is
not [7]. Also, measures of non-classicality such as discord
do not satisfy monogamy relations [21], which constitutes
a basic property of quantum entanglement. It is usually
assumed that classical states do not provide resources
for information processing or information transmission,
based on quantum correlations. Consider two parties A
and B, that share a quantum state of a bipartite system
consisting of two subsystems a and b (A is in possession
of subsystem a while B is in possession of subsystem b).
Now, assume that one or both subsystems (a and b) are
themselves composite systems. Then, as it was shown by
Li and Luo, tracing over part of one (or both) subsystems
a and b, it is possible to obtain a state with quantum cor-
relations, even if the original joint state of the composite
ab was classical. This is an interesting effect, because it
indicates that the aforementioned classical state of the
composite system AB may have some “hidden” quan-
tum correlations. The aim of the present contribution is
to study in detail this effect for some families of states of
systems of three qubits.
The approach to quantum correlations proposed by
Luo [5] on the basis of measurement induced disturbances
has two desirable features. First, it has a direct and in-
tuitive interpretation in terms of the basic notion that in
classical settings one can do a measurement on a system
without disturbing it. In quantum scenarios, on the con-
trary, measurements usually lead to disturbances on the
systems being measured. Luo applies these ideas to the
study of correlations in bipartite systems. According to
this approach, a bipartite system has only classical corre-
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2lations if it is possible to conduct local measurements on
both subsystems that do not disturb the global state of
the composite system. If this can not be done, the (min-
imum) size of the disturbance due to local measurements
constitutes a quantitative measure of the quantumness of
the correlations exhibited by the system under consider-
ation. Another advantage of Luo’s proposal is that the
concomitant measure of the quantum character of cor-
relations is computationally more tractable than other
measures, such as quantum discord. It is important to
emphasize that both quantum discord and the notion of
quantum correlations based upon measurement induced
disturbances determine the same family of classical states
of a quantum bipartite system. As already mentioned,
these states are those described by density matrices that
are diagonal in a product basis. Indeed, it is shown in [5]
that a quantum state ρ of a bipartite system is undis-
turbed by appropriate (un-read) local measurements if
and only if ρ is diagonal in a product basis. This suggests
a natural way of assessing the “amount of quantumness”
exhibited by the correlations present in a quantum state
ρ, by recourse to the minimum possible “distance” be-
tween ρ and the disturbed state Π(ρ) resulting from a
local measurement [5].
II. NON-CLASSICALITY INDICATORS BASED
ON MEASUREMENT INDUCED
DISTURBANCES
Given a bipartite system’s density matrix ρab, with
ρa := trbρ
ab and ρb := traρ
ab the pertinent reduced den-
sities, one defines the measure
M(a, b) := I(a, b)− IC(a, b) , (1)
where I(a, b) := S(a) + S(b)− S(a, b) is the mu-
tual quantum information between the two par-
ties a-b of ρab and IC(a, b) is the classical mu-
tual information ascribed to the post-measurement
state Π[ρab] :=
∑
m,n Πmnρ
abΠmn, such that
{Πmn} = {Πam ⊗Πbn} is a projective measurement
(complete and bi-local) on ρab. S(ρ) = −tr(ρ log ρ) is
the von Neumann entropy of the state ρ.
We are particularly interested in Measurement Induced
Disturbances (MIDs). Now the set {Πam} ({Πbn}) corre-
sponds to the eigen-projectors of the spectral decomposi-
tion of the state ρa (ρb). Since MIDs do not involve any
kind of optimization, they may overestimate sometimes
quantum correlations. This problem has been dealt with
in several ways. One of them is the symmetric discord
MS(a, b) := inf{Ea⊗Eb}{I(a, b)− I
′(a, b)} , (2)
where I ′(a, b) corresponds to the post-measurement state
resulting from the general local measure {Ea ⊗ Eb} [8,
9, 16].
Our main goal here is to detect non-classicality. As a
consequence, overestimation does not constitute an im-
portant problem for us. Thus, we focus attention on
MIDs given the tractability of the associated computa-
tional problem, both from the analytical and the numer-
ical viewpoints.
As mentioned before, a bipartite state is classical if
and only if it is diagonal in one special basis, that of the
local eigen-projectors, and can thus be expressed as
ρab =
∑
m,n
pmnΠ
a
m ⊗Πbn , (3)
with {pmn} a bivariate probability distribution pmn ≥ 0
and
∑
m,n pmn = 1.
III. QUANTUM CORRELATIONS FROM
CLASSICAL STATES
Li and Luo [7] demonstrated that any separable state
(classical or not) can be regarded as embedded in a clas-
sical state of a system of larger dimensionality. Recip-
rocally, given a classical state ρab, any reduction would
lead to a separable state in a space of lesser dimension.
Thus, a classical state’s reduction might generally be a
non-classical one. This is the fact on which we will con-
centrate our efforts, i.e., the possibility of finding reduced
states correlated (in quantum fashion), starting from a
classical state.
We consider a classical state ρab and analyze the pos-
sibility of encountering non-classical reductions. We be-
gin by enumerating some MID-properties that apply for
an arbitrary reduced state of ρab whenever this classical
state is defined via Eq. (3). Assume that both parties
are amenable to further decomposition such that their
associated Hilbert spaces can be cast as tensor products
Ha =⊗mHam and Hb =⊗nHbn . The joint state of
the parties ai and bj is
ρaibj =
∑
m,n
pmnρ
ai
m ⊗ ρbjn , (4)
where ρaim := tr{ak,k 6=i}Π
a
m and ρ
bj
n := tr{bk,k 6=j}Π
b
n.
Thus, we can apply our quantum correlations’ measure
between these two components:
M(ai, bj) := I(ai, bj)− IC(ai, bj) , (5)
so as to compute quantum correlations using Eq. (4).
Firstly, we realize that for any state ρab (classical or not),
given the positivity of IC(a, b), one has
M(a, b) ≤ I(a, b) , (6)
with strict equality M(a, b) = I(a, b) iff the post-
measurement classical state is a product state, so that
Π[ρab] ≡ ρa ⊗ ρb, with ρa and ρb coinciding with the
states of the parties before measurement, that does not
modifies the reduced states of a and b.
3A. Some interesting bounds
We introduce now, with regards to the reduction of
ρai,bj , a series of bounds that improve on Eq. (6).
• Given the strong subadditivity of von Neumann’s
entropy, one can verify that
M(ai, bj) ≤ I(ai, bj)
≤ min{I(ai, b), I(a, bj)}
≤ I(a, b). (7)
In particular, if ρab is classical, then I(a, b)
measures its classical correlations. Accordingly,
Eq. (7) implies that quantum correlations between
ai and bj have as an upper bound the classical
correlations between a and b for the composite
system. Equality M(ai, bj) = I(ai, bj) holds iff
Π[ρaibj ] ≡ ρai ⊗ ρbj . Moreover, if ρab is classical,
then I(a, b) ≤ min{H(a), H(b)}, with H(a) (H(b))
the Shannon entropies of the marginal distributions
pai :=
∑
j pij and p
b
j :=
∑
i pij , associated respec-
tively to ρa and ρb. Thus, given ρab classical, one
has
M(ai, bj) ≤ I(a, b) ≤ min{H(a), H(b)} . (8)
• Also, M(ai, bj) have as an upper bound the en-
tropies of the pertinent parties, i.e.
M(ai, bj) ≤ min{S(ai), S(bj)}, (9)
where S(ai) (S(bj)) stands for von Neumann’s
entropy for ρai (ρbj ). To prove (9) it is
enough to point out that S(ai, bj)− S(ai) and
S(ai, bj)− S(bj) are concave functions because
ρai,bj is separable [22]. Accordingly, S(ai, bj)
is greater than either S(ai) or S(bj), so that
I(ai, bj) ≤ min{S(ai), S(bj)}. In view of (7),
the bound (9) follows immediately. This in-
equality reveals just how the quantum correla-
tions between two system’s components are con-
ditioned by the dimensionality of the parties, with
S(u) ≤ log[dim(u)].
• Lastly, note that a sufficient condition for the re-
duction ρaibj (of the classical state ρab) to be clas-
sical as well, i.e., that M(ai, bj) = 0, is that {ρaim}
and {ρbjn } be sets of mutually commuting opera-
tors. In such a case, there exist common basis of
eigen-projectors for each party, {Πaiu } and {Πbjv },
so that it is possible to express the composite state
in the fashion
ρaibj =
∑
u,v
puvΠ
ai
u ⊗Πbjv . (10)
It is worth mentioning, however, that the commu-
tativity condition of the sets {ρaim} and {ρbjn } is not
necessary for the classicality of ρaibj . It is still pos-
sible to encounter classical states even if this com-
mutativity is not verified [7].
We pass now to a single example in which to observe
the phenomenon we are interested in: a three-qubits bi-
partite system.
IV. NONZERO MID IN CLASSICAL
BIPARTITE STATES OF THREE QUBITS
Consider the special bipartite state ρab exhibiting the
following features. Party a is comprised of two qubits
while party b consists of just one qubit. The state is
classical for (Cf. Eq. (3))
ρab =
4∑
m=1
2∑
n=1
pmnΠ
a
m ⊗Πbn , (11)
with {Πam ≡ Π12m} the set of eigen-projectors of
ρa ≡ ρ12 = trbρab and {Πbn ≡ Π3n} that of ρ3.
So as to encounter quantum correlations in the re-
duced state ρ13 = tr2ρ
ab, we need that some of the
members of the set {ρ1m = tr2Πam} do not commute
amongst themselves. For instance, define the operators
Πam := |am〉 〈am| with{
|a1〉 = |00〉 , |a2〉 = |10〉 ,
|a3〉 = |+1〉 , |a4〉 = |−1〉 , (12)
with the states given by |+〉 = (1/√2)(|0〉+ |1〉) and
|−〉 = (1/√2)(|0〉 − |1〉), for the basis of a, and the op-
erators Πbn := |bn〉 〈bn| with |b1〉 = |0〉 and |b2〉 = |1〉 for
subsystem b. Using these basis, we numerically compute
the measures M(1, 3) for a sample of 104 states with
randomly generated distributions {pmn}. In the graph
M(1, 3) vs. I(a, b) (Fig. 1) we see that the ensuing
states almost completely fill up the region lying under
the straight line of unit slopeM(1, 3) = I(a, b). Such re-
sult agrees with the upper bound anticipated by Eqs. (7)
and (9). Note that all classical states of the compos-
ite system a− b (not only those belonging to the family
(11)-(12)) correspond to points that must lie within the
above triangular region of the I(a, b)−M(1, 3) plane.
We consider now states lying on the border of the
region depicted in Fig. 1. For the lower border we
have {M(1, 3) = 0; 0 ≤ I(a, b) ≤ 1}, for the right-side
one {I(a, b) = 1; 0 ≤M(1, 3) ≤ 1}, and for the upper
border {M(1, 3) = maxM(1, 3)|I(a,b)}. We shall provide
parameterized families of states that correspond to the
above borders, in order to illustrate the fact that these
frontiers can be actually reached by classical states of the
a− b composite system. If the contrary is not explicitly
stated, we are going to consider states belonging to the
family (11)-(12).
1. M(1, 3) = 0 Border. It is easy to construct classi-
cal states ρab such that ρ13 is classical as well. Any
4FIG. 1. MID corresponding to subsystem (1, 3) vs. mutual
information for the classical state ab, evaluated for ∼ 105 ran-
domly selected states. The dotted line (red) depicts the bound
M(1, 3) ≤ I(a, b).
FIG. 2. Mutual information as a function of the parameter
α for the family ρabα that reproduces the lower border of the
regio´n for which M(1, 3) = 0.
state defined using the basis {Πam} with commut-
ing operators from the set {ρ1m = tr2Πam} will do.
It is convenient to have a free parameter at our
disposal so as to have the classical mutual informa-
tion to traverse the interval 0 ≤ I(a, b) ≤ 1.
For example, we have the one-parameter
family ρabα = α |000〉 〈000|+ (1− α) |101〉 〈101|,
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Then, for this family, we
have Iα(a, b) = −α logα− (1− α) log(1− α),
Mα(1, 3) = 0 that yields the whole lower border
of the region we are interested in (see Fig. 2).
2. I(a, b) = 1 Border. Here we need a family of states
such that i) the reduction ρ13 exhibit quantum cor-
relations and also ii) maximizes the mutual infor-
mation. For this second condition to hold we need
a strong correlation, like that given by pij = p
a
i δij .
Accordingly, I(a, b) = S(a) = S(b) = S(a, b), that
is maximized by uniform marginal distributions.
FIG. 3. MID for the subsystem (1, 3), as a function of the
angle γ, for the family ρabγ , that reproduces the right-side
border of the triangular region of Fig. 1.
The states-family
ρabγ =
1
2
|000〉 〈000|+ 1
2
|ψγ11〉 〈ψγ11| , (13)
with |ψγ〉 = cos γ |0〉+ sin γ |1〉 and 0 ≤ γ ≤ pi,
foots the bill and also satisfies the condition that
ρ11 := tr2Π
a
1 = |0〉 〈0| and ρ12 := tr2Πa2 = |ψγ〉 〈ψγ |
do not generally commute. This raises hopes of
ending up with M(1, 3) 6= 0. Indeed, one can ana-
lytically find the MID for this family. The eigenval-
ues of Π[ρ13γ ] are (1/4)(1± cos γ), both exhibiting
a twofold degeneracy. We see in Fig. 3 that this
family yields the right-side border that concerns us
here, with 0 ≤M(1, 3) ≤ 1. The states ρabγ do not
belong to the family (11)-(12), but they are nev-
ertheless classical states of the composite system
a− b illustrating that the frontier I(a, b) = 1 (with
values ofM(1, 3) covering the full range [0, 1]) can
be reached by these kind of states.
3. Upper border. We were unable to find a family
of states maximizing MID for all values of I(a, b)
within the interval that interest us. We did en-
counter a class of one-parameter states that reach
the maximum possible value Mmax(1,3) = 1. Fixing
p11 = 1− 2λ and p31 = λ = p42 in the above men-
tioned basis (Cf. Eq. 12) we obtain the family
ρabλ = (1− 2λ) |000〉 〈000|
+ λ(|+10〉 〈+10|+ |−11〉 〈−11|). (14)
We shall consider the range of λ-values [0, 1/2).
Within this range we have that the mutual infor-
mation is Iλ(a, b) = −λ log λ− (1− λ) log(1− λ).
The eigenvalues of ρ13λ are{0, λ, 12 (1− λ+ cλ), 12 (1− λ− cλ)}, with
cλ :=
√
1− 4λ+ 5λ2. Those for the post-
measurement Π[ρ13λ ] state are {1− 32λ, λ2 , λ2 , λ2 }.
5FIG. 4. M(1, 3) (cyan) andMS(1, 3) (red) for the subsystem
(1, 3) vs. the mutual information of the classical state ab
corresponding to the family ρabλ .
Accordingly, the associated entropies become
S(1, 3) = −λ log λ
− 1
2
(1− λ+ cλ)} log(1
2
(1− λ+ cλ)})
− 1
2
(1− λ− cλ)} log(1
2
(1− λ− cλ)}), (15)
and
S′(1, 3) = 1− 2− 3λ
2
log(2− 3λ)− 3
2
λ log λ . (16)
Finally, from (15)-(16) and making
Mλ(1, 3) = S′(1, 3)− S(1, 3) one obtains the
MID for this class of one-parameter states. Fig. 4
depicts the pertinent results for the family ρabλ .
For verification purposes, we also evaluated in nu-
merical fashion the optimized measure MS(1, 3).
A measure optimized over all local projective mea-
surements significantly differs from the MID eval-
uated from I(a, b) ≈ 0.5 (Fig. 4). This evidences
the MID-overestimation of quantum correlations.
However, it is clear that the two measures agree on
which are the states that exhibit quantum correla-
tions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated in some detail the precise way
in which, starting from a classically correlated state, one
finds by reduction a state correlated in quantum fashion.
Things were illustrated with reference to the system
of lowest dimensionality where this effect can take place,
that is, a three-qubit system. In this case we encountered
a relationship between the classical mutual information
of the composite state and the maximum quantum cor-
relation for the reduced state. We also found families of
classical states that actually reach the bounds foreseen
by such relationship.
Our results may be of interest because they provide a
better insight on the relation between classical and quan-
tum correlations. In particular, the fact that (separable)
quantum-correlated states can be obtained as reductions
of classical states raises some interesting questions con-
cerning the status of non-entangled quantum correlated
states as resources for information-related tasks. In this
regards, it is instructive to consider the following sce-
nario. Consider a bipartite quantum system consisting
of subsystems a and b. Assume that the Hilbert spaces
of a and b have dimensions that are composite numbers
(that is, they are not prime numbers). In that case the
subsystems a and b can always be regarded formally as
composite systems (this possibility is related to the fact
that the tensor-product structure of the Hilbert space of
composite systems is indeed observe-dependent. See for
instance [23] and references therein). Consequently, a
classically correlated state of the composite ab can have
“hidden” quantum correlations that correspond to a re-
duced state obtained by tracing over “part” of subsys-
tems a and b, if these subsystems are appropriately re-
garded as factorized into subsystems. This, in turn, sug-
gests the intriguing possibility that, besides the quan-
tum correlations themselves, the dimensionality of the
subsystems a and b should be regarded as “resources” in
the sense that, the larger are these dimensions (provided
that they are composite numbers) the larger the amount
of “hidden” quantum correlations that can be extracted
from the original state by recourse to appropriate reduc-
tions. We plan to address this point in a forthcoming
contribution.
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